Particle swarm optimization has been established to be one of the efficient algorithms for finding solutions for continuous optimization problems. The discretized form of particle swarm optimization, known as the discrete particle swarm optimization is an efficient tool for solving combinatorial optimization problems and other problems involving discrete variables. In this paper, a revised version of the discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm is proposed for solving Quadratic Assignment Problems (QAP). Instead of using the general velocity and position update procedures in particle swarm optimization algorithms, four different possible positions are found out for each particle and the best among them is accepted as the updated position. The algorithm is applied to solve some benchmark instances of QAP taken from QAP Library and the results show minute deviations from best-known solutions.
Introduction
The Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) first appeared in literature during 1957 when Koopmans and Beckman published a paper on the allocation of indivisible resources. The paper discussed two problems related to the location of economic activities which was interpreted as problems of assigning plants to locations. Out of the two problems discussed, the first one ignored the cost of transportation between plants and found to be a linear programming problem. The second problem considered the interplant transportation hence formulated as a quadratic assignment problem (Koopmans & Beckmann, 1957) . QAP aims to decide on the best placement of a number of facilities (say n) to an equal number (n) of locations such that the total cost is minimised. The total cost includes the cost of placing facilities in the respective locations and the cost of transporting materials between the facilities. Consider three matrices, 1. A = (aik), the flow of material between the facilities, where aik is the flow from facility i to facility k for all i, k  {1, …, n}, 2. B = (bjl), the distance between the locations, where bjl is the distance between locations j and l for all j, l  {1, …, n}, and 3. C = (cij), the cost of placing facilities in locations, where cij is the cost of locating facility i in location j for all i, j  {1, …, n},
The quadratic assignment problem can be defined as to find the permutation π of n facilities so as to minimize
Since its introduction, the QAP is celebrated for its capability to represent a variety of real-world applications such as plant layout, backboard wiring on electrical circuits, placement algorithms in VLSI design, design of control panels and keyboards, hospital and campus layout planning, ordering of runners in a relay race team, ranking of archaeological data, the analysis of chemical reactions and many more (Burkard et al., 2009 ). Many classical combinatorial optimization problems including travelling salesperson problem, maximum clique problem, and graph partitioning problem etc. can also be expressed as QAP. Detailed reviews on QAP with application areas and solution methodologies can be found in Zaied and Shawky (2014) and Loila et al. (2004) .
The QAP is proved to be NP-Hard (Garey & Johnson, 1979) in nature and because of its complexity, there may not be any polynomial time algorithm that can solve the problem. Even small instances of QAP require considerably large computational time. Obtaining an approximate solution for QAP with a definite performance is also proved to be very hard (Hassin et al., 2009 ). The main exact algorithm approaches for solving QAP are based on a branch-and-bound algorithm, dynamic programming and cutting plane algorithm. Out of these three methods, only branch-and-bound algorithms guarantee an optimum solution, that too for problems of size less than n = 30 (Loiola et al., 2007) . Thus, the heuristic and metaheuristic methods become the natural choice of researchers solving QAPs. These algorithms provide near-optimal solutions within acceptable computational time. The set of benchmark instances provided by various researchers are used for assessing the performance of these algorithms. Among the numerous heuristic and metaheuristics algorithms reported in the literature, Genetic Algorithms (GAs) (Ahmed, 2015a) , Simulated Annealing (Misevicius, 2003) , Tabu Search (TS) (Czapiński, 2013) , Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) (Hong, 2013) , Neural Networks (Uwate et al., 2004) , and Iterated Local Search (Ramkumar et al., 2008) are some of the familiar algorithms that have been successful in solving QAP, at least to a near optimal solution.
The ability of the searching mechanism in exploring the solution space is important in finding global solutions of optimization problems. The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm proceeds by updating the position of particles learning from its inertia, a personal best position attained, local best particle and global best particle. Thus, PSO is good at searching the solution space globally and locally. The general PSO is suitable to continuous optimization problems and for resolving combinatorial optimization problems like QAP, a discrete version of PSO is needed.
A revised version of the Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (DPSO) for resolving QAP is presented in this paper. Different parameters and operators used in the proposed DPSO are adopted from Pradeepmon et al. (2016) , in which Taguchi's design of experiments method is used for finding the best combination of parameters and operators for the algorithm. Benchmark instances from QAPLIB are used during the tests. The DPSO provides good near-optimal solutions for the benchmark instances considered.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, a summary of the solution methodologies of QAP is given. It outlines the exact as well as heuristic and metaheuristic solution methods for QAP. In Section 3, the working of classical PSO is explained. Section 4 describes the proposed algorithm in detail and in Section 5 various parameters and different operators used in DPSO are explained. Section 6 gives a short illustration of the proposed algorithm considering a small problem. Section 7 presents the results and related discussions. Finally, Section 8 provides concluding remarks and areas for further research. Xi(ε) , Xi(ε) , Xi(ε) -position of i th particle considering only inertia, cognition, socio-local and socio-global components of velocity respectively  -mutation probability 1, 2 and 3 -crossover probabilities associated with cognition, socio-local and socioglobal crossover operations ʘ -operator for incorporating mutation and crossover probabilities.
 
 -mutation operator for finding position due to inertia 1, 2 and 3 -crossover operators for finding position due to cognition, socio-local and socio-global components of velocity respectively F (x) -is the fitness function
Literature Survey
Since its introduction in 1957 by Koopmans and Beckmann, the QAP has been exploited in a variety of situations such as Facility Layout Problem, Campus Planning, University Examination Scheduling, Hospital Layout, Turbine Balancing, Typewriter Keyboard Design, Computer Manufacturing, Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Assembly, Room Allocation Problem, etc. Its diverse applications and complex nature made it one of the favourite problems of researchers in the field of operations management. The QAP is a proven NP-Hard problem and no polynomial time algorithm is currently available which can solve the problem optimally. This made heuristic and metaheuristic methods popular among researchers working on QAP. A number of exact, heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms providing exact and nearoptimal solutions of QAP are available in the literature. The exact algorithms are guaranteed to provide optimal solutions but are limited to solving only small sized problems. The exact methods used for solving QAPs are Branch-and-Bound (Brixius & Anstreicher, 2000; Clausen & Perregaard, 1997; Hahn et al., 2001) , Cutting plane algorithms (Bazaraa & Sherali, 1982) and Dynamic Programming methods (Urban, 1998) . The heuristic algorithms guarantee near-optimal solutions within a short period. But, as the problem size increases, the gap between the obtained solution and the optimal solution also increases (Osman & Laporte, 1996; Xia, 2010) . The various categories of heuristic methods are construction methods (Arkin et al., 2001; Fleurent & Glover, 1999) , limited enumeration methods (West, 1983) and improvement methods (Anderson, 1996; Li & Smith, 1995; Misevicius, 2000) . The optimal solution is not guaranteed by using metaheuristic methods, but it promises a near-optimal solution within a short time, irrespective of the problem size. It is also possible that the obtained solution is the optimal one.
Metaheuristic methods are general purpose generic iterative procedures which guide a heuristic search toward promising regions in the search space of an optimization problem. They can be implemented for solving a wide variety of problems with minor modifications to customise them for a particular problem. These methods are generally classified into single solution methods and population based methods. The metaheuristic methods include Genetic Algorithm (GA), Simulated Annealing, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Tabu Search, etc. and many hybrid algorithms. Some works have been reported, which employ GA and its variants for solving QAPs. By using simple GA good results can be found for small instances of QAP as reported by Tate and Smith (Tate & Smith, 1995) . But for larger problems of size above 20, simple GA is not able to obtain best-known solutions. To overcome this shortcoming a number of researchers hybridised GA with other methods to obtain good solutions for higher sized instances (Ahmed, 2015b; Drezner & MisevicIus, 2013; Drezner, 2008; Misevicius & Guogis, 2012; Misevicius, 2004) . There are a variety of GA variants available in the literature which has been applied for solving QAPs (Ahmed, 2015a; Azarbonyad & Babazadeh, 2014; Day et al., 2003; Tosun, 2014; Wu & Ji, 2007) . Burkard and Rendl (1984) were the first to implement Simulated Annealing for solving QAPs and Connolly (1990) refined it. Further applications of Simulated Annealing for solving QAPs can be found in (Paul, 2011; Peng et al., 1996; Wilhelm & Ward, 1987) . Parallel implementations of Simulated Annealing for improving the performance (in some cases up to 50-100 times better performance can be obtained by parallelization) can be found in (Paul, 2012) . Performance comparison of Simulated Annealing with Tabu Search can be found in (Battiti & Tecchiolli, 1994) and it is argued that Simulated Annealing performs better for a comparatively lower number of iterations. But, when the problem is of higher complexity, the number of iterations needed increases, and in that case, Tabu Search outperforms Simulated Annealing. The first implementation of Tabu Search for solving QAP was performed by Skorin-Kapov (1990) . Tabu Searches is the main candidate for the parallelization of algorithms and hardware implementations for solving QAPs (Czapiński, 2013; Matsui et al., 2004; Talbi et al., 1998; Wakabayashi et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2010) . Drezner (2005) extended the concentric tabu search by including more number of possible moves for cracking the QAP. Two extensions are suggested and tested. James et al. (2009) presented a cooperative parallel tabu search algorithm (CPTS) in which the information exchange takes place between processors throughout the run of the algorithm. Gambardella et al. (1999) proposed the first ACO implementation for QAP, in which the ant colony system is hybridised with a local search (HAS-QAP). See and Wong (2008) provided a broad review of the notions of ACO, its uses and various ACO algorithms or variants developed for solving QAPs. There are a number of hybrid metaheuristics and variants of simple algorithms available in the literature. Tseng and Liang (2006) proposed a hybrid metaheuristic combining the ACO, the GA and a local search method and the method is called ANGEL. The ANGEL is marked by its two key phases -an ACO phase and a GA phase. A large number of QAP benchmark instances were tried and the results confirm that the proposed algorithm is competent enough to achieve the optimal solution with good efficiency. The Neural Meta-Memes Framework proposed by Song et al. (2011) is a combination of different algorithms namely Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search, and Iterated Local Search. The proposed framework was applied on QAPs with success.
Even though there are a large number of publications on QAP in the last few decades, not many of them are adopting Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) as solution methodology. This may be because of the fact that PSO is mainly used for solving continuous optimization problems. The idea of learning in PSO is realized by using the notion of Euclidean distance between different solutions. Euclidian distance cannot be calculated for combinatorial optimization problems. QAP is a well-known combinatorial optimization problem and the biggest challenge for the application of PSO to QAP is to establish an appropriate distance measure. There are some papers which use PSO for hybridising with other methods. Liu and Abraham (2007) combined fuzzy variable neighbourhood search with PSO and compared the algorithm with other four algorithms in terms of its performance in solving only a single problem taken from QAP Library. Mamaghani and Meybodi (2012) hybridised Hill Climbing Approach with PSO and the performance of the suggested algorithm is matched with other algorithms. The results are promising with variation from best-known solution as low as one percent. Hong (2013) hybridized ACO with PSO and compared the results with that obtained for simple ACO for four problems taken from QAP Library. Hafiz and Abdennour (2016) proposed a probability-based approach and based on this concept, a generic framework for discretizing PSO is developed. Based on this framework, five PSO variants are discretized and applied on QAP. There are some hardware implementations of PSO for solving QAP. proposed a PSO algorithm and proposed a multi-swarm PSO algorithm for the QAP to be implemented on OpenCL platform. The parallel implementations of these algorithms performed better than sequential implementations on low-end devices.
All the available implementations of PSO for solving QAPs are either hybrid methods or are applicable only to a small set of problems. In this research, we propose a variant of the general PSO applied for permutations problems, in which, instead of adopting the commonly used velocity and position update procedures, explores four different possible positions for each particle and the best among them is accepted as the updated position. This updating procedure enhances the convergence of the algorithm. Further, the optimal parameter setting of DPSO is determined using Taguchi's design of experiments method (Pradeepmon et al., 2016) . The suggested DPSO is applied to solve a number of benchmark problems taken from QAP library. Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) introduced Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) as a method for optimizing continuous nonlinear functions. It is derived from the social-psychological theory and simulates the social behaviour of bird swarming and fish schooling. The PSO is a population based search method, like Genetic Algorithm (GA), but does not use operations like mutation and crossover. The PSO retains a swarm (population) of particles (representing possible solutions). Each particle is described by a group of three vectors denoted as (Xi, Vi, Pbesti) where Xi = {xi1, xi2, …, xin} (i = 1, 2, …, m), Vi = {vi1, vi2, …, vin} (i = 1, 2, …, m) and Pbesti = {pi1, pi2, …, pin} (i = 1, 2, …, m) are vectors representing the position, velocity and personal best position attained for the i th particle in a swarm with m particles. The particles fly through the search space influenced by its own velocity (inertia), the best position attained by itself (personal best; Pbest) and the best position attained by the whole swarm (global best; Gbest = {g1, g2, …, gn}). The movement of particles in the search space is governed by the velocity and position updating equations as given below:
Particle Swarm Optimization
where t represents the iteration number, w is the inertia weight (coefficient to share the knowledge represented in the previous velocities with the current velocity) ranging between 0 and 1; c1 and c2 are called cognitive and social learning factors, respectively; and r1 and r2 are random numbers ranging between 0 and 1.
During each iteration, the velocity and position of the particles in the swarm are updated using the velocity and position updating procedures, and the new personal best (Pbest) and global best (Gbest)
values and corresponding particles are identified. The Pbest of each particle in the swarm is modified using the following criterion.
The current Gbest of the swarm is updated as follows:
The original PSO algorithms are used for optimizing problems in which the elements of the solution are continuous real numbers. The PSO has been applied successfully for solving a variety of problems involving optimization, such as system design, multi-objective optimization (Peng et al., 2013) , pattern recognition, medical field (Asarry et al., 2013 , De et al., 2012 , signal processing, games, robotic applications, decision making etc. (Eberhart & Shi, 2001 ). More details on PSO can be obtained from Zhang et al. (2015) .
Even though the initial implementation of PSO was for continuous optimization problems, later many discrete adaptations of PSO, known as Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) were used for solving discrete optimization problems such as the minimum labelling Steiner tree problem (Consoli et al., 2010) , Scheduling (Izakian et al., 2010; Lian et al., 2014) , warehouse location problem (Ozsoydan & Sarac, 2011) , Sensor Deployment Problem (Rapai et al., 2008) and p-median problem (Sevkli, 2014) . Various discretization methods for PSO were proposed by Tasgetiren et al. (2006) and Pan et al. (2008) .
Proposed Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization
In this study, a unique DPSO algorithm is proposed for the QAP. In this novel approach, the separate velocity vector is avoided, a socio-local component of velocity is also considered for position update of each particle and the position updating procedure finds four different possible movements of the particle and the one selected using rank selection method is selected as the updated position.
Particle representation
The widely accepted permutation representation of QAP is used in this study and thus, each particle is denoted as a permutation of N integers, where N is the problem size. For example, in a QAP with five facilities (i.e., N = 5), a feasible solution represented by the permutation {3 4 5 1 2} indicates that third facility is allotted to the location number one, the fourth facility to location number two and so on. Thus, the position of each particle is a permutation of N.
Swarm initialization
In the general PSO, the swarm is represented as , where m is the number of particles in the swarm (swarm size) and is the i th particle in the swarm Π t during iteration t and . An initial swarm of random particles with velocity and position is generated and fitness value of each particle is calculated. The initial position of each particle is assigned as its Pbest and position of the particle with best fitness value among all particles in the swarm is assigned as the Gbest. In the proposed algorithm, the velocity vector is avoided and each particle holds only its position and its personal best, i.e.,
. Instead of using a velocity vector for a mutation operator is used for updating the position of the particle based on its inertia. Or in other words, the position vector itself acts as the velocity vector. This reduces the memory space requirement for execution of the algorithm. 
Velocity and Position updating
In every iteration, the particles belonging to the swarm move around in the solution space searching for better positions. The movement of particles to the new positions is influenced by (i) current position, (ii) velocity, (iii) best position so far attained by the particle, (iv) best position so far attained by particles in the neighbourhood and (v) the global best position attained by the entire swarm. Thus, the velocity is influenced by four components namely, inertia component ( ), cognition component ( ), socio-local component ( ) and socio-global component ( ). In some variants of PSO, the socio-local component of velocity is omitted. Figure 1 represents the methodology for updating particle position in classic PSO. Generally, the velocity and position of the particle will get updated using following the following equations:
where, F1, F2, F3, F4 and F5 are the operators feasible in a permutation space, w is the weight given to inertia, c1, c2 and c3 are the learning factors for cognition, socio-local and socio-global knowledge.
Fig. 1. Position updating strategy for classic PSO
In the proposed DPSO algorithm, a novel position updating strategy is proposed in which four possible movements of the particle incorporating four components of velocity taking one at a time are considered. Thus, there will be four possible positions for the i th particle based on its own inertia (Xi(λ)), cognition (personal best) (Xi(ε)), local best particle (Xi(δ)) and global best particle (Xi(γ)). Out of these four possible positions, the one with maximum fitness is selected as the updated position for the particle. Mutation operations used in Genetic Algorithm are used for finding the position based on inertia and for other positions crossover operators are used. Figure 2 represents the proposed position updating methodology used in the DPSO algorithm.
Fig. 2. Position updating strategy for proposed DPSO
The four potential positions and the position selected for movement of the particle are obtained as follows:
where  is the mutation probability, 1, 2 and 3 are the crossover probabilities associated with cognition, socio-local and socio-global crossover operations,  is the mutation operator for finding position due to inertia, 1, 2 and 3 are the crossover operators for finding position due to cognition, socio-local and socio-global components of velocity respectively and F(x) is the fitness function. The combination of operators and parameters for the proposed DPSO is borrowed from the work of Pradeepmon et al. (2016) , in which the Taguchi's robust design method is applied to finding the optimised parameter setting for DPSO used for solving QAPs.
Parameters and Operations in DPSO
The parameters to be decided in the DPSO are mutation probability, crossover probabilities for three different crossovers, namely, Cognition Crossover, Socio-local Crossover and Socio-Global Crossover, and the swarm size. The various operations involved in DPSO are position updating strategy, mutation, cognition crossover, socio-local crossover, and socio-global crossover. A number of different procedures for these operations are available in the literature. The parameters and operations were selected in conformance with the values and operations described in Pradeepmon et al. (2016) . The selected operations are explained below.
Mutation
The mutation operator modifies one or more values at randomly selected locations in randomly selected members of the population (swarm) with a probability, which normally is low, in agreement with its biological equivalent. The mutation operator updates the position of a particle based on its inertia thus moves in the direction of its own velocity. The mutation operators used in this paper is Swap Mutation (SWM) and is explained in detail.
The swap mutation operator randomly selects two random positions in the parent string and exchanges the elements in them (Banzhaf, 1990) . As an example, let the parent solution string be (1 2 3 4 5 6), and suppose that the randomly selected positions are second and the fifth. The offspring resulting from swap mutation is (1 5 3 4 2 6). 
Fig. 3. Pseudo code of Swap Mutation
    t t i i X X          1 1 , t t t i i i X X Pbest          2 2 , t t t i l i X X Lbest          3 3 , t t t i i X X G b e s t      1 arg max ( ) t i X FX     ( ) () ( ) (
Crossover
The crossover operator is similar to natural reproduction which allows solutions to exchange information. Thus, the crossover operator receives two (or more) parent solutions and offspring solutions are produced from them. Crossover operator is applied to such that the position of the particle is updated to a better position by sharing knowledge with neighbours. The crossover operators incorporated in this paper are Position Based Crossover (POX), and Partially Mapped Crossover (PMX). A detailed discussion of each one of them is given below.
Position Based Crossover (POX)
The position based crossover selects a set of random positions from the parent chromosomes (Syswerda, 1991) . In these random positions of one offspring, the genes of other parent are fixed. Further the missing elements are inserted in the same order as they appear in the parent. For example, consider the two parent chromosomes P1: (1 2 3 4 5 6) and P2: (3 5 1 6 2 4). The random positions selected are the first, third and the sixth positions. With this operator the following off-springs are generated: O1: (3 * 1 * * 4) and O2: (1 * 3 * * 6). Now, to complete O1 and O2, the missing elements are inserted in the same order as they appear in P1 and P2 respectively. This gives the offspring O1: (3 2 1 5 6 4) and O2: (1 5 3 2 4 6).
Fig. 4. Pseudo code of Position Based Crossover

Partially Mapped Crossover (PMX)
In Partially Mapped Crossover, the ordering information from parents is shared with offspring. It was proposed by Goldberg and Lingle (1985) in which a substring of one chromosome is mapped onto a corresponding substring of the other chromosome and the remaining information is exchanged. As an example, consider the following two chromosomes P1: (1 2 3 4 5 6) and P2 (2 4 6 5 3 1)
The PMX operator selects two random cut points along parents. Let the first cut point be selected between the first and the second elements, and the second cut point between the fourth and the fifth elements. For example, (1 | 2 3 4 | 5 6) and (2 | 4 6 5 | 3 1). The substrings between the cut points are then mapped to each other. In our example mappings are 2<->4, 3<->6, 4<->5. Now the mapping substrings are exchanged, i.e., the mapping substring of the first parent replaces that of the second offspring, and viceversa. In our example, O1: (* | 4 6 5 | * *) and Offspring 2: (* | 2 3 4 | * *). Then, O1 is completed by copying the remaining elements of P1. If a facility is already present in the offspring it is replaced according to the mappings. For example, the first element of O1 would be a 1 like the first element of P1. But the fifth element 5 in P1 is already present in O1. Hence, because of the mapping 5<->4 and 4<->2 we choose the fifth element of O1 to be a 2. The sixth element of O1 would be a 6, which is already present. Because of the mappings 6<->3, it is chosen to be a 3. Hence, Offspring1: (1 | 4 6 5 | 2 3). In the same way, we get O2: (5 | 2 3 4 | 6 1). POX_pseudo_code { 1. Select parent solutions P1 and P2 for crossover from current swarm P(t). 2. Generate two empty strings O1 and O2 for offsprings. 3. Select a set of random positions, R = (r1, r2,…, rn), where n is also a random number less than the size of the parent. 4. Copy the elements in P2 occupying the positions represented by R to O1. 5. Insert the missing elements in O1 from P1 in the same order as they appear in P1. 6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for O2 by exchanging the role of P1 and P2. }
Fig. 5. Pseudo code of Partially Mapped Crossover
Position Updating Strategy
Once, the possible position of particles based on inertia, cognition, local best and global best are found out, there are four different possible positions for the same particle. But, the particle can occupy only a single location and it is selected based on the position updating strategy. The strategy used in this paper is rank selection method. The rank selection process starts with ranking the swarm in hand and assigning fitness to each member in the swarm based on the rank of that member. The worst member of the swarm will get fitness value '1', the second worst will get fitness of '2' and so on, and the best will get a fitness value 'N' (where N is the swarm size). After ranking the swarm, all members have a selection probability proportional to their fitness value. But this method may lead to slower convergence of the algorithm, as the fitness of the better members does not differ much from other worse members. The operators and parameters for the proposed DPSO as selected from Pradeepmon et al. (2016) , are given in Table 1 . Fig. 6 represents the flow chart of the proposed DPSO algorithm. For a step by step illustration of the proposed algorithm, we consider a QAP with six facilities. This problem is derived from the benchmark problems on Dynamic Facility Layout problems provided by Balakrishnan and Cheng (2000) . Table 2 gives the distance matrix of the departments and the material handling costs between departments for the illustration problem. Step by step illustration of the algorithms is given below.
Illustration of the Proposed Algorithm
1. Initialise the parameters.
Swarm Size = 2.5 N Mutation Probability for Inertia = 0.90
Crossover probability for personal best = 0.90
Crossover probability for neighbourhood best = 0.90
Crossover probability for global best = 1.00
Maximum number of iterations = 100 N Number of Neighbourhoods = 4
These parameters are selected from Pradeepmon et al. (2016) , in which the best combination of parameters and operations for the proposed DPSO were identified by using Taguchi's robust design methodology.
2. Generate an initial random swarm of 2.5N particles and calculate the objective function value as the material handling cost or transportation cost. (20911) 10. Update (pbest), (gbest), and (lbest) using the updated swarm.
Particle
11. Once termination condition is reached, the best solution so far obtained is reported.
[4 6 5 2 3 1] (20253)
Results and Discussions
The test instances taken from QAP library are solved using the DPSO. In this work, five sets of benchmark instances, namely, Bur, Had, Kra, Nug, and Rou which are available in QAP Library (Burkard et al., 1997) are considered. Each of the problems is solved ten times and the best, worst and average results obtained are reported with corresponding percentage deviation from the best-known solution. Table 3 presents the results of the experiments carried out.
It is observed that in all the selected problems for computational study, the obtained best solution is closer to the known optimal solution with a maximum deviation of 3.24%. For most of the problems, the reported best solution is having a deviation of less than one percent from the best-known solution. Even in the case of maximum percentage deviation from the optimal solution the value is less than 10%.
The proposed algorithm is a variant of the simple DPSO and hence the results obtained are good when compared to other algorithms. Out of the 34 problems considered for only four problems the best solution varies from the best-known solution by a factor of more than 2.0%. For all other problems, the percentage variation is less than 2.0% with 21 problems reporting less than 1.0% variation from the best-known solution. For eight problems even the worst solution shows a variation of less than 1.0% from the bestknown solution.
Conclusions
Quadratic assignment problem is one of the most complex combinatorial optimization problems. Many metaheuristic algorithms have been used for solving QAPs. The metaheuristics perform better when hybridised than when they stand alone. But, this work is an improvement of general DPSO without using any hybridization and in this work, a modified discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm is proposed for solving QAPs. The proposed algorithm varies from the original DPSO in terms of the position updating strategy. In classical DPSO only one updated position is found out incorporating all components of information available with the particle. But in the proposed method four different possible positions are found out by using the four data stored in the particle, one at a time. Out of these four possible positions, one is selected according to the fitness of the solution represented by the new positions.
The DPSO thus obtained by incorporating the modified position updating procedure is then employed for solving five sets of QAPs, namely, Bur, Had, Kra, Nug, and Rou, available in QAP library. The results are listed and the variations are minute with most of the problems giving less than one percentage deviation from the best-known solution. This paper works with a simple DPSO and an intensification strategy in the search procedure may increase the efficiency of the algorithm. Further researches, employing DPSO for hybridization with other methods, can be carried out using the reported combination of parameters and operations for better results.
